Case Study – LOTS of Topics All in One Example
A customer sent me a TK5 model which wasn’t loading into TK6 properly. I was getting “Incomplete
Load” errors in TK6. I looked at the rule sheet in TK5 and saw that an old TK Library function named
Simpson was being used to do numerical integration. The topic of the model was beam deflection using
the “Generalized Castigliano Theorem”.
I checked the Function Sheet and the Simpson function was displayed in red, indicating that it was an
“Included” function that was not actually merged into the model. I suspect that the TK6 model
conversion process cannot handle TK5 models with included objects. A simple remedy is merge the
included objects via the File Menu – File, Include, Merge Included Objects. Then I saved the file and TK6
had no trouble loading it.
I’m not sure why the Simpson function was being used. The built-in INTEGRAL function is faster, more
accurate, and more robust. I noticed that the model was generating a plot by list solving the integrals so
speed could be a factor. So here is the old rule and the new rule.
0 = Simpson( 'INTEGRANDR , 0 , L , n ) + λ L
0 = INTEGRAL( 'INTEGRANDR , 0 , L ) + λ L

The Simpson function required one extra input variable, n, representing the number of integration slices
to use in processing the integrand.
The next thing I noticed was that the variable sheet had no units in the Units column. Instead, the units
were listed in the Comment column as part of the description for each variable. It was simple to add the
units to the Unit column and merge in a Unit Sheet from the TK Library. I also could have used the Units
Import Wizard to pull in the conversion factors I wanted.
At this point, the model could be solved on the Variable Sheet to find a solution at a single point. If a
plot of the deflections along the length of the beam was required, list solving could be used. That
approach of F9 then F10 always seems clumsy to me so I always try to replace the list solving
calculations with a procedure function if possible. For example, the model was sent to me with an input
of 20 for the beam length. The model included a list of values for the list solver to work through, going
from one end of the beam to the other. But what if the user changes the length of the beam? They
would need to fill the input list with new values going from 0 to the new length. It’s better to automate
such things.
I created a procedure function called fill, with the purpose of blanking the plot lists and then filling the
input list from 0 to the beam length, L.

The procedure requires one parameter variable, L, and generates 101 values in the input list locations
along the beam.
Next, I declared fill as the Startup function for the model in the Solve Options form. This forces the
model to run the fill procedure automatically at the start of any solution (F9 or F10).

I tested the model with a list solve and it worked nicely as I changed the beam length from 20 to 15 and
watched the plot update.
Next, I looked into what was required to generate the deflection values at each location along the beam.
The entire model didn’t need to be solved at each location – just a single integration. Here is the
integrand function in the original model sent by the customer.

And here is the equation to integrate it.
δ = -INTEGRAL( 'INTEGRANDδ , 0 , L ) - λ ( -( L - ξ ) ) ;Deflection equation at point of interest (Equation (7))

I created a procedure function called “loop” to step from one end of the beam to the other, computing
the deflection at each point.

The loop function requires several parameter variables from the Variable Sheet. Those parameters
remain constant throughout the integration process. I noted that the current beam location was
required by the integrand as a parameter variable but that value was changing from one step of the loop
function to the next. Instead of passing the value as a variable, I passed it as a list element because list
elements can be overwritten. The current beam location was placed into the first element of a new list I
decided to name ee for no special reason. I modified the integrand function to get that value from the
list.

As you can see there, I removed the location variable from the list of Parameter Variables and inserted
the new statement in the first line of the integrand function to get the current value from the ee list.
This integrand function also needs to get a value from the ee list when solving for the single point on the
variable sheet. A rule is added to place the location value from the variable sheet into the list.
place( 'ee , 1 ) = ξ ; solving for deflection at the point of interest

Finally, a rule is added to call the loop function from the rule sheet.
call loop()
Beam Deflection
0
-.005
-.01
-.015
-.02

Deflection [in]

-.025
-.03
-.035
-.04
-.045
-.05
-.055
0

Success!!!
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